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ABSTRACT

The method of determining the actual geometric shape of
the surface of the cooling tower after a failure was presented
in the paper. The method of surrounding tangents was used to
establish deformation. in horizontal sections. Deformation Yalues calculated for each horizontal section and for each pho ....
togr~~metric stand.
II'JTRODUCTION

Construction and geometric shaQe of cooling towers deter. . .
mine strictly defined methods of gEfdetic and photogrammetric
measurements .. The fact, that it is not possible to have points of Signalization on the tower surface, implies the application of surrounding tangents method as the optimum method
for the measurement of the shape of the cooling to'ter surface.
11'h8 inventory measurement for determining the actual shape
the surface or testing deformation on the basis of control measurements is the aim of photogrammetric measurements
of the cooling tower. Determining the actual surface shape on
the basis of photogrammetric mea.surements is much more difficult. It is determined most often on the basis of approximation of. rotational object radii and deformation in vertica.l
planes [1,3J • This method is effioient when one studies co ....
oling tower a.xis deflectio:ns and displacements using cyclic
measurements. However, when the task is to determine the actual shape and to compare it with the theoretical ones the
problem should be co:nsiderably developed. Different way of
solving 'the problem results from the basic assumpti'ons of the
method of surrounding tangents in which the pOints of tangency to the surface of rotat,io:nal hyperboloid shape are tlla
subject of measurements.

METHODOLOGY

OF

DETEm~INATION

The approximate value of a radiUS, Which is determined
for individual horizontal sections, is one of the parameters
which is calculated on the basis of photogrammetric measur-

emen.ts.

The radius values in a.ll horizontal seotions were defined on the basis o.f the tangent equations and their distance from the circle centre (fig.1)t in accordance with the
equations:
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and after transformations we get the following expressions for
each section:
r' = P-sin'fi - q-oosYi + Yi ..
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Fig.1. Determination of the horizontal section radii.
Approximating equation, from whioh the approximate valu.es Po'
qo, TO are established, are as follows:

where: Po' Cio - approximate ooordinates of horizontal sectio:n
centre,
X, Y - coordinates of photogrametrio stands,
d:. - azimuth oltha direction tange:ntto cooling
t(HVer surfaoe.
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In the case when high oooling towers are obs$rved from a short
V&
. ·lU
. . eSPgt-qQ' and ro are oalcula.ted taking displacement of tangent poin'ijs.
di
.. s.tanoe the

~he oalculated values r. and approximate corrections aetine the d~gree of CQol1n.g toter deformation in horizontal planes. A full picture of surfaoe deformation oan be obtained oomparing the position of the points of tangency with the theoretical values.
The set of the intersection pOints of the conical surfaoe
marked out by vectors perpendioular to the strai~t line
p (~ .. ) and the veotors on the straight line p (w+, in the pointsP8t tangency to the surface of the rotationalshyperboloid
{fig.2} are the geometrio loous of the points ot ta.ngency
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p (x,y,z)
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Fig.2. Observed points of tangency to the hyperboloid
This relationship oan be put down a.s the soalar product of two
veotors:

= o

where the oomponents of the perpendicula.r to the hyperboloid
surfaoe are:
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Calculated partial derivatives (zx) and (zyl are:
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The oomponents of the tangent veotor to the hyperboloid are:
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[x - xo ' y - Yo' z - z 0 ]

Thus:

After transformations we get the equation of the plane comprising the points of tangency:
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The shape of the cool,ing tower surfaoe, observed from each
stand is different according to the stand coordinat. as (x '
y , z ). In order to define the geometry of cooling towero
dgfor~ation it is neoessary to determine additional components for the planes XY and ZX in the from of the differe"noe
betwen the aotual and theoretical values.
The theoretical projeotion of the set of tangency points
on the plane XY can be determined solving the equations:
Xo

b2

"'\ Yo

z =1\ - eX +A-.Y - Zo
Zo
Zo

(4)
Accepting the position of the camera in the plane ZY and the
designation:

,
we obtain:
1

(k2 b 2 _b 2 _ n2~)
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Finally the equation representing the prOjection of the geometric locus of the points of tangency from a given position on
the plane XV is of the following form:

at the assumption : z • 0 and
x 2 + y2 ~ a 2
For Yo~ ~ the equatio£' ( 5 ) assumes the form:
y = 0

Fig.) present the shape of the hyperbola defined by the equation
( 5). It is condi tioned by the distance of the camera from the
cooling tower (y.) and.the heigh of the camera axis in relation to the inte~esection point of the hyperbola asymptotes.
Solving the seIile problem in. thi projectionoon the ZX plane
we also make use of the equa tiona (4 ) .. VI e get:
2
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and after transformation:
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When y .. oo the equation
x2
~
aG

(6) takes the form:
z2
::2=1
b

Fig.3. Projection of the points of tangency on the
horizontal plane
The equation ( 6 ) is particulary significant from the point of
view of the measurement. It presents atlleoretical shape of
the constructed cooling towers, which are observed from a. given stand in the projection on the vertical plane, perpendicular to the line passing through the cooling tower axis a.nd
the stand.

DETERMINATION RESULTS
Photogrammetric photos were taken by UMK-10/1318 camera,
manufactured by Carl Zeiss - Jena., from 11 stands arranged in
such a way as to obtain uniformly distributed points of tangency on the cooling tower surface.· The geodetic net measure ....
ment was supplemented with the measurement of photopolnts for
the orientation of photogrammetrio models in the horizontal
and vertical planes.
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The measurement of the background coordinates were performed
according to the technology given in [1,3J •
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Fig.4. Actual and approximate shape of the cooling
tower surface in the horizontal section.
Fig.4 presents the actual shape of surface in the horizontal
sections and the approximate va.lues of the section radii.
The degree of deforma:tiotl in -thehor-lzontal plane is defined
by the difference between the planned values of the radii
and the determined values obtained from different stands.
For instance for the lowest section the ma.ximum. difference
between the planned value of the radius and the real one is
6 em at the approximation accuracy + 2 em and the radius
determination accuracy ± 4 rom.
-
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The deformation values in the ZX plane were determined from
ea.ch stand in relation to the theoretical shape observed from
each stand. The example of diffence between the theoretical
shape of surface from typical stand and shape of meridian
section presented fig.5.

_

theoretic shape
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theoretic shape
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Fig.5. Distortion meridian section from the camera
stand.
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